Getting ready for your national rATA – What’s Next?

rATA Master Training | Wei Zhang & Wesley Pryor
What have we learned?
The importance of AT
Current issues in AT
The goal and purpose of this rATA

Structure and logic
The individual questions
uncertainties
Key skills needed for good data collection

Ethical considerations
Your role as NDC (and other responsibilities)
Respect and empathy for the affected population

Putting this knowledge to practice and sharing it with others
How to use the support resources
Getting support for your training
Altering training with your deployment plan

Deployment plan
What happens after a rATA training?

A rATA training should occur close to survey launch date

- Continue to refine logistics arrangements
- Fine-tuning
  - Enumerator HR issues, identification etc
- Keep the momentum up
- Be available to support coordinators and participants
What can you (NDCs and other ‘master training participants) do next?

This Master Training is *only one step* towards a successful rATA implementation and Global Report

- End the training with a practical session to go right through a rATA survey
- Continue DEPLOYMENT PLANS
- ASK FOR HELP
  - Note our contact details
- Review the manual
- Continue to the development and implementation
  - Continue to review the rATA and seek clarifications
- **Continue this conversation**
  - Q&As will be shared (but can be anonymous)
What can we do to support you?

NDCs lead the rATA implementation in countries with the support from WHO at all three levels!

What should happen next?

• All rATA resources and master training workshop materials will be made available online or shared with NDCs and focal persons of survey teams.

• Country teams complete rATA questionnaire translation (if needed). Input validated translated questionnaire to the translation form provided by the GDC team for digital survey creation for each country.

• NDC leads the technical testing and field testing of the digital survey according to the protocols provided by the GDC team. GDC supports the testings before the official launch of the digital survey for data collection in the field.

• Through regular project meetings, GDC, WCO and RO support NDCs in the completion of the NDP, design and implementation of enumerator trainings, and field data collection.

• GDC team will communicate updates to rATA (all relevant materials, processes) via Notes to rATA update with NDCs and focal persons of survey teams.

rATA supporting materials:

- Multi-lingual questionnaires & reference product images and short descriptions;
- Translation form for digital survey & testing protocol;
- Enumeration manual & addendum for Tele-rATA;
- Global deployment plan & addendum for Tele-rATA.